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Provocat ion No. 295 
Beauty and the Pursuit of Science

For years I have been plagued intellectually by an aesthetic 
preference for Fred Hoyle's theory of continuous creation of the 
universe over George Gamow's "Big Bang." I feel this way, even 
though I see the contrary evidence as compelling. I feel somehow 
that the beauty of the continuous creation model will be recovered in 
some new version of the theory that overcomes its defects. If, like 
Hoyle who shares this bias, I were an expert in this field I think I 
would work hard to develop science to restore the concept of 
continuous creation. So strong has been my visceral bias that my 
scientist friends sometimes apologize to me for seeking to show me 
that my inclination must be wrong. The late Heinz Pagels, who wrote 
one of the best popular science books of recent times, "The Cosmic 
Code, " wrote on the flyleaf of his gift copy "with my very best 
regards and apologies for the Big Bang promotion."

Thus you can appreciate my joy at reading a speech by another 
scientific friend, Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, called "The Perception 
of Beauty and the Pursuit of Science."** Chandra, as he is known to 
his friends, is a distinguished astrophysicist at Chicago University. 
His talk is mainly a provocative series of quotations from various 
poets, authors and scientists on the role of beauty in science. He 
starts off by quoting Werner Heisenberg, of fame for his momentous 
discovery of the laws of quantum mechanics. Heisenberg stated: "The 
beauty of Nature is also reflected in the beauty of natural science."

But things go much farther in Chandra's analysis, and this is 
where I respond strongly to his quotes. Heisenberg also said: "If 
nature leads us to mathematical forms of great simplicity and 
beauty.. .we cannot help thinking that they are 'true, 1 that they 
reveal a genuine feature of nature."

Still further, he quotes Roger Penrose, one of the great experts 
of our time in relativity, "There is also a more subtle role played 
by aesthetics, in connection with research, namely as a means for 
obtaining results. This is really an important aspect of the role of 
aesthetics, which I do not think has been discussed very much. It is 
a mysterious thing, in fact, how something which looks attractive may 
have a better chance of being right than something which looks ugly."

The notion of truth in beauty is not new. Heisenberg points 
out: "Pythagoras is said to have made the famous discovery that 
vibrating strings under equal tension sound together in harmony if 
their lengths are in a simple numerical ratio. The mathematical 
structure, namely the numerical ratio as the source of harmony, was 
certainly one of the most momentous discoveries in the history of 
mankind." And he closed the essay by quoting two Latin mottoes that 
translate: "The simple is the seal of the true. Beauty is the 
splendour of truth."
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Another giant of quantum mechanics, Paul Dirac, on whose 
formulations of quantum theory I cut my teeth as a graduate student 
in the late 1930s, made an often-quoted observation: "It is more 
inport ant to have beauty in one’s equations than to have them fit the 
experiments."

To be sure, beauty cannot be the ultimate criterion of validity 
in a scientific theory. But it can be a strong spur to intuition for 
someone seeking to explore new theoretical territory. The validation 
of theory is another whole story. The distribution of the various 
heavy elements in nature fit the Big Bang theory, but proved a fatal 
stumbling block for continuous creation of the universe, at least in 
Hoyle's formulation. But perhaps the beauty and simplicity of the 
concept will, in some new formulation, prevail against the ugliness 
of a single moment of creation with unknowable pressures, densities 
and forms of nature. The beauty and simplicity of Hoyle's universe 
will perhaps inspire some future astrophysicist to succeed in the 
search for a formulation that also meets the criteria for validity in 
the face of everything that we observe in the vast realms of space.

* * * * *
*Heinz R. Pagels, "The Cosmic Code: Quantum Physics as the Language 

of Nature," Simon and Schuster, New York, 1982.
**Talk before the American Academy of Sciences, published in the 
"Bulletin" of the society, Vol. XLIII, December 1989, No. 3, page 14.
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